
A light grey charizard with a light teal belly, wings, and undertail wheeled a small cart into a
bedroom, smiling as he looked over to the bed. A massive dark gray lugia with a massive red
belly and fins was laying on the bed, his big round belly rising into the air, slightly rising into the
air with each breath, his blanket barely covering the lugia's massive body. The charizard
wheeling the cart over and grabbing one of the lugia's moobs, giving it a slight jiggle.

"Wakey wakey Zephy, it's Saturday." Saturday was always special for the two, neither of them
having work, Zephy usually sleeping in late while the charizard made him a massive breakfast,
and the two ending the morning with a weigh in to see how much the lugia gained that week.

Zephy yawned shifting his massive body around, his massive red belly jiggling back and forth,as
his big red breasts squished up agaisnt his chin as they wobbled. "Morning Ento." He said with a
sleepy smile, his belly roaring to life as his nostrils were hit with the smell of the breakfast the
charizard made. Zephy's thick tail starting to wag underneath his couch filling ass cheeks. "Ooo
what do we have this morning?"

"Well we have four blenders full of your favorite gainer shake, with extra ice cream of course,
two boxes of donuts, a plate of pancakes, two dozen eggs, bacon, and hash browns. Ento said,
sounding very proud of himself.

"You spoil me." Zephy said, struggling up into a sitting position. His belly overfilling his lap and
onto the mattress, his moobs resting atop of the mountain of blubber.

"I have to make sure my big piggy stays well fed." Ento teased, patting the lugia's belly. the fat
jiggling from side to side. "What do you wanna start with?"

"The shakes, they're full of calories and easy to gulp down." Zephy giggled.

"Sounds good to me!" Ento said as he grabbed a jar of the shake, a small tube, and a funnel.
Offering one end of the tube to Zephy, the lugia taking it into his mouth and giving Ento a
thumbs up. Ento smiled and held the other end of the tube above the lugia's head and attached
the funnel to it. Before he started to steadily pour the first pitcher of shake down the funnel.

Zephy let out a happy moan as he started to gulp the shake down. His hands rubbing over the
sides of his belly, his digits sinking into his own body as they were submerged in soft and warm
lugia blubber

"Enjoying the meal, fatty?"

"Mhmmm~" Zephy hummed, continuing to swallow the shake down.

"That's my big boy" Ento teased, giving Zephy's belly a kiss, the fat squishing up against his lips.
Oh how Ento wished he could be hugging Zephy’s massive belly, but his boyfriend needed his
shakes and Ento wanted to be the one to make him eat.



The last of the first jar of shake was poured down the funnel. Ento placing it to the sides and
pulled the tube out of Zephy’s mouth. The lugia panting slightly and letting out a loud belch,
giving the side of his belly a proud slap. His bellywobbling and growling from the impact , busy
digesting the mass amounts of sugar and calories that was just consumed.

"I'll take that as you want more." Ento chuckled, grabbing the next jar. "You sure you can handle
this?"

"I'm a growing boy!"

"Oh you sure are." Ento teased, inserting the tube back into the lugia's mouth. "Ready to guzzle
some more down fatty?"

Zephy nodded eagerly, his thick tail wagging from side to side. "Glub, glub, glub." Zephy
mumbled, causing the charizard to chuckle and shake his head.

"You're so silly." Ento said, starting to pour the next jar. Zephy eager to gulp it down. Ento
adjusted his position so he was sitting down next to his massive boyfriend, still holding the
funnel up he rested his head against the soft belly. His ears pressing into the fat, purring as he
heard it gurgle and grumble in his ear. His own tail starting to slightly wag.

He felt a hand be placed on his head, gently pushing his cheek up against the big, warm, and
soft belly. Looking up, he saw the lugia staring down at him, the tube still in his mouth, giving a
wink. Ento's heart skipping a beat as he felt his cheeks start to heat up. He smiled and gave
Zephy a wink back, giving the side of the lugia's gut a deep kiss. Pulling the tube out of his
mouth as the second shake was finished.

"How you doing?" Ento asked.

"Hungry for more!" Zephy said, his belly letting out a loud growl in agreement.

“God I’ve made you such a pig, it’s wonderful.” Ento cooed, wrapping his arms as far as he
could around the circumference of the lugia’s gut, Zephy doing his a best to hug back.

Zephy let out a burp and a happy chitter as the charizard snuggled his massive belly. “Oink oink”
Zephy giggled.

Ento giggled and kissed the lugia on the snout. Offering the tube back to the lugia, which Zephy
eagerly took back in his beak. Ento grabbing the next jar and pouring it down the funnel, his
cheek pressed against the side of his belly listening to the gulps, the gurgles, the groans, and
the growls. All the noises of Zephy's never ending hunger being sated.

It was hypnotic to the charizard, the noises lulling him into a relaxed and blissful state. Purring
happily and snuggling his boyfriend's fat belly. He could stay here forever, snuggled up against
Zephy’s massive, warm, soft, and ever growing belly.



Ento was awoken from his trance by the sounds of Zephy sucking on an empty straw. Looking
up to see yet another pitcher is shake was drained into the lugia’s belly. Ento pulled the tube out
of the lugia's mouth and sat up. Grabbing the sides of Zephy’s belly and giving it a wobble, a
loud sloshing being heard as the shake was shaken around.

"So many calories and we’re not even halfway done.” Ento said with a teasing tone.

"I hope most of it goes to my ass." Zephy giggled, shifting his weight, causing his cheeks to
wobble around and slap against each other. Ento blushing at the sound.

"We’d have to get a new couch if that happened.” Ento said, reaching over to give the side of
Zephy’s plush rump a squeeze. The lugia squeaking, Ento loving the feeling of his digits sinking
into that soft butt. He’d need to remember to give his ass more attention later, but for now. “Last
shake?” Ento offered, holding the tube back up.

“Yes please.”

“then oink for me my piggy”

"Oink! Oink! Oink!" Zephy being rewarded for his obedience by the tube being inserted back into
mouth. The shake quickly following as it flowed down the tube and into his mouth. The lugia
letting out happy grunts and squeals as he drank the thick, sugary shake. The last shake being
drained into his ever expanding belly. The charizard pulling the tube and funnel out of the lugia’s
and putting them away.

"Ready for the rest?"

"Mhm, and then after this we weigh in right?"

"Of course lard ass”

"Piggy, fatty, lard ass, how many pet names do you need?”

“One for each of your fat rolls.” Ento teased, giving the lugia’s belly a gentle pinch.

“Well you better be creati-MMPH!!” Zephy was interrupted by a donut being forced into his
mouth. The charizard holding the now open box with a grin.

“You’re the piggy, you focus on eating, and I’m the farmer so I’ll focus on thinking.” Zephy’s large
cheeks flushed pink but he obediently started to munch down on the donut in his mouth.

“Good piggy” Ento said giving the lugia a pat on the head, starting to feed him more of the
donuts. Zephy swallowing them all down eagerly. The two continuing like this until the box of
donuts was finished.

Zephy letting out a satisfied purr and giving his large belly a few pats, “I think I like being a
piggy.”



"Heh you better, you gotta be close to a thousand pounds by now.” Entry said, eagerly rubbing
his claws over Zephy’s rubber belly.

“You really think I’ll reach that?”

“You were 790 last month, and we definitely haven’t slowed down, in fact we’ve only gotten
faster. Just a matter of months now.”

“That’s, kinda sexy.” Zephy admitted, his cheeks flushing red

“It’s really sexy! Though, if you wanna stop at 800 that’s ok hon.”

Zephy smiled slightly, “would a true piggy stop at 800?” The sudden boldness made Ento
slightly flustered. Stumbling after the second box of donuts.

"O-of course not! But, just, I wanna make sure you know it's ok if you wanna stop here, or if you
want a weight goal in mind, or.."

“You promised I’d be the fattest pokemon, make me the fattest pokemon.” Ento’s face
immediately flushed bright red.

"O-oh, okay then.."

"Now are you gonna feed me the rest of my breakfast or not?" Zephy teased, sticking his tongue
out.

"Right right." Ento said, quickly fumbling with the second box of donuts. Pulling it open and
shoving one of them into Zephy’s maw. The lugia chewing and swallowing, not wasting any
time. A big smile spread across his face as he opened up for more.

Ento’s tail wagging quickly as he ruthlessly forced donuts into the lugia's maw. Zephy happily
chewing and gulping down the sugary treats. His belly sloshing and gurgling, slowly but surely
getting fuller and fuller as it started to push out inch by inch.

Ento watched in awe as the massive red belly grew. Watching as it expanded outwards and took
up more space on the mattress. The donuts were quickly polished off, Zephy’s lips covered in
chocolate, cream filling, and powdered sugar.Ento leaned in and licked his boyfriend's face
clean, giving him a deep passionate kiss in the process.

“How did I get so lucky?” Ento said, somewhat breathlessly.

"Heheh, I think I'm the lucky one." Zephy said, grapping the sides of his massive stomach and
hefting it up. Dropping it down back into his lap causing it to let out a loud glorp, wobble, and
jiggle.

“I guess we’re both pretty lucky.” Ento said, leaning against the lugia, his body sinking into his
belly as he leaned in for another kiss.



Zephy let out a soft purr as the charizard gave him a kiss, Ento breaking it off and going back to
work feeding his piggy. He didn't waste any time, grabbing a pancake, smothering one side with
butter and syrup before rolling it up like a burrito.

Zephy opened his mouth, Ento sliding the pancake into his mouth, watching in amazement as
Zephy swallowed the thing whole. Watching the bulge of the cake travel down his neck and fall
into his belly with an audible gurgle.

"That was fun." Zephy admitted.

"I bet it was, you piggy."

"Oink oink.” Ento giggled as he started to roll up the next pancake. The process repeating as
Zephy continued to scarf down the food. His belly starting to push out more, bevoking more
visibly stretched and taught. The lugia panting as he finished the rest of the pancakes, having to
lean back and support his weight with his arms.

“Huff, how much, huff, more? I’m starting to feel full.”

Ento chuckled and placed his hand on the side of Zephy's belly, starting to rub to ease the
tightness. "Juse the bacon and hash browns. You’ve got this piggy?”

Zephy nodded. “Bring it on.”

“On it comes.” Bento said as he grabbed the plate of hash browns, holding the plate above
Zephy’s head. The lugia closing his eyes and opening up wide. Ento using the fork to push the
contents off the plate and into the lugias waiting maw. Zephy chewing and swallowing the hash
browns in seconds.

“So full” Zephy moaned.

Ento gave his boyfriend's belly a few comforting pats. "One last thing and then we'll weigh in,
then I’ll rub your belly all day. Sound good?”

"Very good”

"I thought so, here you go piggy." Ento said, stuffing a piece of bacon in the lugias mouth, which
he chewed and swallowed. Ento feeding him more and more, Zephy letting out a pleased groan
and a hiccup as he finished the plate of bacon.

"How are you feeling?"

“So full.” Zephy groaned, his face covered in sweat from the exertion as his belly gurgled and
glorped angrily.

“Heh well you look like a balloon ready to pop.” Ento said, rubbing the lugia’s immense belly.
“We don’t have to weight you yet if you wanna digest a bit.”



“No, let’s get it over with.” Zephy groaned as he sat back up, holding up his hands for the
charizard to take. Ento getting up off their bed and grabbing onto the lugia, and pulling. Hefting
the blob of rolls and folds up off the bed, Ento struggling as he fought gravity to get Zephy up
onto his feet. The lugia huffing and puffing, his face covered in sweat hisfat jiggling as he was
slowly pulled off of the bed and onto his feet.

With a heavy thud the lugia was pulled upright, his huge red bulging belly hanging past his
knees. And down towards his calves. His heavy and shaky breaths would cause his two basket
ball sized breasts to jiggle atop his chest.

"Hooo, that was a workout." Zephy huffed.

"Heh, and it's only going to get harder from here. You better enjoy your mobility as it lasts.” Ento
chuckled.

The idea of immobility only made Zephy even more hot and flustered. "S-so the scale”

“Yes the scale! Let’s get going!” Enron said as he took up position behind the lugia. Using his
claws to cover the lugia’s eyes.

“Do you have to do this every time?” Zephy giggled. “It’s not like I can see the scale anymore.”

“It’s sentimental from the time you could still see your toes!” Zephy said back, giving the lugia’s
thick neck a kiss. “Now get waddling piggy.”

“Oink.” Zephy said as he took a step, his gait forced into a wide wobble that would send his
entire body wobbling from the force. His ass cheeks slapping together, his belly jiggling, his
moobs shaking, and his rolls rippling and bouncing against each other. The lugia grunted as he
continued the short walk towards the scale, every step he took causing a loud thud as his heavy
body made impact with the ground.

the charizard having to help angle him so he didn’t get stuck in the doorway between their room
and the bathroom.

After a bit more pushing, and pulling, and waddling. They finally made it into the bathroom. Ento
pulling Zephy towards the scale. Having to help Zephy step up on the scale, the metal creaking
out in distress out from under his weight.

"Ready?" Ento asked.

"Ready."

The charizard released the lugia, moving to his front so he could see the number of the scale.
Having to bend over and lift up Zephy’s belly to see the number underneath.

802lbs.



"You’re past 800!” Ento said excitedly, letting go of the lugia’s belly and standing back up. The
fat belly landing against his legs with a loud smack.

"Seriously?!” Zephy exclaimed sounding excited.

“Yep! 802! That’s twelve pounds in one week! I’m so proud of you!” Ento said as hugged the
massive lugia. The lugia hugging back the best he could, his heart pounding in his chest.

"I-i made 800."

"Yes you did! Now I saw we celebrate by getting you back to bed, ordering some food, and
snuggling before it gets here.”

"Heh, I like the sound of that."

"Me too, come on my piggy, let's go get you comfy." Ento said as he grabbed the lugia's hands,
pulling him back towards the bedroom.


